Abstract-Vehicle tracking in Wide Area Motion Imagery (WAMI) relies on associating vehicle detections across multiple WAMI frames to form tracks corresponding to individual vehicles. The temporal window length, i.e., the number M of sequential frames, over which associations are collectively estimated poses a trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity. A larger M improves performance because the increased temporal context enables the use of motion models and allows occlusions and spurious detections to be handled better. The number of total hypotheses tracks, on the other hand, grows exponentially with increasing M , making larger values of M computationally challenging to tackle. In this paper, we introduce SPAAM an iterative approach that progressively grows M with each iteration to improve estimated tracks by exploiting the enlarged temporal context while keeping computation manageable through two novel approaches for pruning association hypotheses. First, guided by a road network, accurately co-registered to the WAMI frames, we disregard unlikely associations that do not agree with the road network. Second, as M is progressively enlarged at each iteration, the related increase in association hypotheses is limited by revisiting only the subset of association possibilities rendered open by stochastically determined dis-associations for the previous iteration. The stochastic disassociation at each iteration maintains each estimated association according to an estimated probability for confidence, obtained via a probabilistic model. Associations at each iteration are then estimated globally over the M frames by (approximately) solving a binary integer programming problem for selecting a set of compatible tracks. Vehicle tracking results obtained over test WAMI datasets indicate that our proposed approach provides significant performance improvements over state of the art alternatives.
aerial still-images are commonplace. Additionally, newer platforms offer motion imagery with rich spatio-temporal information that enables a host of new applications. We focus particularly on urban area wide area motion imagery (WAMI) that offers high resolution image sequences covering large field of view (city-scale) within each frame, at temporal rates of 1-2 frames per second (fps) [3] [4] [5] . In this setting, we consider the problem of tracking the many vehicles present in the field of view.
Tracking is an extensively researched problem (see [6] for recent survey). Our discussion focuses specifically on methods applicable in the WAMI setting, which poses a number of unique challenges. Typically vehicles span only few pixels and there is little spatial detail discriminating individual vehicles from each other based on appearance. Therefore, vehicles are usually represented only by their spatial locations. Moreover, the potentially large number of vehicles included within the spatial coverage of typical WAMI frames make tracking computationally demanding. The difficulty of the problem is compounded by the relatively low 1-2 fps (in contrast with typical 30 fps full motion video) temporal resolution in WAMI, due to which the spatial extent of a vehicle in adjacent frames does not typically overlap and can in fact be a fair distance apart. Further complexity and challenges are introduced by spurious and missed detections caused by imperfections in the models used for detecting vehicles against the background and due to occlusions of vehicles by over-bridges, trees, buildings, etc.
The aforementioned challenges mandate specific approaches for vehicle tracking in WAMI. Specifically, tracking is performed by first detecting the spatial locations of vehicles (for instance, based on their movement relative to the background) and then forming vehicle tracks by associating detections that are presumed to correspond to the same vehicle over the set of WAMI frames. To obtain the associations, hypothesis tracks are first assigned costs that penalize deviation from a motion model that typifies the common behavior of moving vehicles. Detections are then associated into tracks with the objective of minimizing the total cost for the tracks, under the constraint that a vehicle detection is assigned to at most one track. The size of the temporal context, i.e. the number of (adjoining) frames, used in formulating the motion model poses an inherent trade-off. Costs that assess the plausibility of the vehicle motion postulated by a hypothesis track are better assessed using motion models over a larger temporal context. However, the number of possible tracks increases exponentially with the number of frames, which makes it challenging to estimate the set of tracks with minimum total cost for a larger temporal context.
Existing tracking techniques handle the complexity introduced by the larger temporal context by one of two common approaches. The first approach solves the minimum cost tracking problem exactly but with a simplified track cost that is decomposable into a sum of independent costs for pairwise associations between detections in adjacent frames that make up the track. A network is formed by arranging the detections as nodes and feasible associations between detections in adjacent frames as edges with corresponding costs. Network paths consisting of a sequence of connected edges then correspond to a feasible track whose cost is the sum of the costs of the edges in the path. The tracking problem is then posed as a minimum cost maximum flow estimation problem, which is solved exactly using one of several network flow optimization algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Online tracking algorithms [12] , [13] that build the tracks progressively are also frequently based on the simplified cost approach. A bipartite graph is constructed for each pair of successive frames, and pairwise associations across the frames are estimated by finding the minimum cost bipartite matching. Simplified pairwise independent costs are also the basis of hierarchical track estimation methods [14] [15] [16] [17] . Hierarchical approaches first estimate short tracklets, then hierarchically link estimated tracklets together to form longer tracks. In [14] [15] [16] , the Hungarian algorithm [18] is used to estimate pairwise associations to estimate tracklets with minimum cost. In [17] , a network flow based algorithm is employed for both estimating tracklets and to link them using novel learnt tracklet discriminative metrics. In the WAMI setting, vehicle detections are only represented by their spatial locations, therefore it is beneficial to use costs based on motion models, such as constant velocity/acceleration, which rely on larger spatial context and do not meaningfully map to (independent) pairwise association costs that are required for the aforementioned algorithms.
The second class of approaches tackles the complexity introduced by the larger temporal context by utilizing efficient methods to solve the minimum cost tracking problem approximately, without limiting the focus to independent pairwise decomposable costs. A number of iterative and/or hierarchical techniques are representative of the recent developments in this category. In [19] , [20] , an approximate solution to the tracking problem is obtained by iteratively re-estimating pairwise associations between two successive frames while keeping other associations fixed. In each iteration, effective "costs" for the pairwise associations being re-estimated are obtained by collapsing the costs over the associations that are kept fixed and the pairwise associations are re-estimated either as binary variables via the Hungarian algorithm [19] or as real-valued "soft" assignments computed via a rank-one tensor factorization [20] which are finalized upon completion of the iterations. Motion models over larger temporal context can be utilized in the aforementioned approximate methods. The computational tractability obtained through the approximate approaches is, however, at a cost; the methods only ensure convergence to locally optimal solutions to the minimum cost tracking problem. Furthermore, because each iteration updates only the associations between adjacent frames often the methods converge to a weak local optima and the benefit of the cost over the larger temporal context is not fully realized. Alternative approaches, specifically focusing on a constant velocity motion model in a three frame context are proposed in [21] , [22] . In [21] , tracklets are first estimated over a sliding three frame context using an approximate combinatorial optimization technique, consistent tracklets between adjacent three frame windows are merged and an enlarged four frame context is used to resolve conflicts; finally a min-cost network flow based global optimization is used to link together tracklets with the objective of overcoming fragmentation due to longterm occlusions. This bottom-up procedure suffers from the limitation that errors introduced in the tracklet estimation stage cannot be corrected in subsequent steps. To better maintain the global temporal context, the approach in [22] forms an auxiliary network whose nodes represent ordered pairs of possible associations of detections from adjacent frames. The nodes are joined together by links with costs determined by the constant velocity model for each link's 3-frame context. Because the same detection is replicated multiple times in the nodes formed by the ordered pairs, the minimum cost tracking formulation on the auxiliary network requires consistency constraints to ensure each detection is assigned only to one track. While the problem formulation does not directly correspond to the well-studied network flow problem due to these constraints, an approximate solution can be obtained by iteratively using network flow optimization techniques in combination with Lagrangian relaxation [23] . The constraints are mapped to costs included in the objective function using Lagrange multipliers that are progressively adapted through the iterations to provide a final solution consistent with the constraints. The work in [24] considers an alternative auxiliary network based formulation where combinatorial expansion of the local context allows alternative constant velocity costs to be computed between nodes separated by a number of intervening frames. Using a shortest path algorithm iteratively in a greedy fashion, tracks are then estimated one at time followed by elimination of nodes from the network that have been consumed by estimated tracks (which ensures that nodes are used only in at most one estimated track). The advantage of global context in these methods comes at the cost of considerable increase in complexity because of the increased size of the auxiliary network compared with the network used in the traditional network flow formulation of tracking with decomposable costs. In particular, for the large scale of WAMI tracking problems, these approaches are not directly applicable 1 . In this paper, we propose SPAAM an alternative computationally-efficient, hierarchical, and iterative approach for solving the WAMI tracking problem over a relatively large temporal context without requiring track costs that are decomposable as a sum of independent pairwise association costs.
In each SPAAM iteration, the entire set of available WAMI frames are partitioned into smaller temporal windows of contiguous frames over which associations are first estimated; associations are then hierarchically linked across the windows to obtain the overall associations over the entire set of WAMI frames. The temporal windows are expanded in successive iterations to benefit from a larger temporal context. To handle the relatively large temporal windows, two innovations are proposed to limit the number of association hypotheses and to render the approach computationally tractable for the relatively large number of tracks observed in WAMI. First, guided by a pixel accurate co-registered road network (RN) with the WAMI frames, we disregard unlikely associations that do not agree with the RN; only association hypotheses that link road reachable locations in adjacent frames are considered. Second, as the temporal window size is increased with progressing iterations, the associated increase in association hypotheses is limited by revisiting only a subset of associations. This is accomplished by: (a) stochastically preserving/dissolving associations established at the previous iteration such that the probability of preservation matches the estimated confidence probability that the association is correct, and (b) for the current iteration, maintaining the preserved associations and estimating only the associations remaining open. The confidence of every pairwise association is estimated via a probabilistic model and the estimation of open associations at each iteration is formulated as a binary integer programming (BIP) problem. In comparison with existing techniques, the proposed SPAAM approach provides two key advantages. First, because the proposed approach is not constrained to using costs that are decomposable as a sum of independent pairwise association costs, it can use more meaningful costs for the WAMI setting based on models for vehicular motion. Second, because SPAAM dissolves the (predominantly) low confidence associations and estimates remaining open associations collectively over a larger temporal context, instead of simply re-estimating the associations between an adjacent pair of frames, the method invariably overcomes the local minima problem that plagues prior methods that allowed more general costs. Results obtained with SPAAM demonstrate a significant improvement over the alternative methods benchmarked. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the formulation for the problem of estimating vehicle detection associations over multiple WAMI frames. Section III explains our proposed stochastic progressive multi-frame data association approach. Results and a comparison against alternative methods are presented in Section IV, followed by a discussion in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. MULTI-FRAME ASSOCIATION ESTIMATION PROBLEM

FORMULATION
Consider the problem of tracking individual vehicles over a set
of N WAMI frames, where the WAMI frames in I are co-registered with a vector road network defined in a common reference 2 coordinate system R (for example Value of a variable in the t th iteration (.) (t,ℓ) Value of a variable at the ℓ th hierarchy level in the t th iteration
Key notation/symbols used in the paper using [26] , [27] ). We adopt a tracking by detection paradigm: vehicle locations are detected in the individual frames and the goal is to associate the detections of a vehicle over the entire set of WAMI frames to form a track per vehicle. Frame To describe the problem and the solution approach, we use a 2D trellis graph G constructed as follows for a temporal window of WAMI frames, whose starting and ending frame numbers we denote by s(G) and e(G), respectively. Along the horizontal axis, nodes in the trellis graph G lie along T (G) = (e(G) − s(G)) + 1 discrete positions corresponding to the frame instances from s(G) through e(G) arranged in increasing order from left to right. At the horizontal position for frame i, along the vertical axis, 0 represents a dummy node that is introduced to account for missed-detections and for identifying spurious detections (as described later). Edges are introduced in the trellis graph linking nodes across adjacent frames 3 that can correspond to detections of the same vehicle, or that link a VD to a dummy node. We denote by ε th frame. In practice, however, physical considerations rule out a number of possibilities and the adjacency set A v i a is much smaller than the full set 3 The trellis graph is characterized by the property that the only permitted edges are those that link nodes across adjacent temporal locations. A hypothesis vehicle track is represented on G by a path that consists of consecutive sequence of nodes from frame s(G) = 1 to frame e(G) = 4. The goal in tracking is to estimate the best consistent subset of paths on P (G) out of the set of all possible paths, or to equivalently estimate the best edge induced sub-graph G * from G such that any non-dummy node in the sub-graph must belong to exactly one path (track) as shown in (b). Note that, dummy nodes are used for missed-detections as shown in the path v of nodes in the (i + 1) th frame. For example, no edges are permissible between VD nodes whose spatial locations are further apart than the maximal distance that a vehicle can traverse in the inter-frame interval. The sets
represent the complete set of nodes and edges, respectively, in the graph G. An example trellis graph for a temporal window starting at frame s(G) = 1 and ending at frame e(G) = 4 is shown in Fig. 1 (a) .
Within the temporal support of G, a vehicle track is represented as a sequence
. . , D i } corresponding to the locations of a (single) vehicle in the frames. Specifically, ζ k i ∈ P k implies that the vehicle track passes through the location z i j if j = 0 and that the vehicle is not detected in the i th frame if j = 0. Alternatively, to simplify notation, we also denote the track
at the cost of some precision.
Because only vehicle locations are available in our setting, for estimating tracks, we proceed as follows. We denote by P (G) the set of all feasible tracks on G and for each feasible track P k ∈ P (G), we assign a cost C (P k ) that assesses the plausibility of the vehicle movement predicated by the track. The cost decreases monotonically as the corresponding vehicle movement becomes more plausible. The objective of our tracking problem is then formulated as the task of estimating the best, i.e. minimum total cost, consistent subset of tracks from P (G), where "'consistent" means that every non-dummy node belongs to exactly one track. In the graph formulation, the problem of estimating the best consistent subset of tracks is equivalent to the problem of selecting the minimum-cost feasible edge-induced sub-graph G * from the set F (G) of all feasible edge-induced sub-graphs of G. A feasible edgeinduced sub-graph G ∈ F (G) is a graph that has the same set of nodes of G, i.e. V (G ) = V (G), but has a subset of edges from G such that any non-dummy node in V (G ) belongs to exactly one track in G as illustrated in the example shown in Fig. 1 (b) . Formally, a feasible edge-induced sub-graph G ∈ F (G) is defined by the constraints
where, for any set A, χ A (·) is the indicator function, defined as
Our tracking problem is then formulated as
where
We model the global cost C of a track P k as exponentiated weighted sum of metrics that penalize (a) motion irregularities, (b) road network dis-agreement, and (c) number of dummy nodes along the track. The metrics comprise (non-independent) pairwise association costs estimated over the local context associated with every pairwise association ε i ki,ki+1 in the track P k . Specifically, the cost of the track P k is defined as in (5), where:
• σ m , σ d , σ θ , and σ g are nonnegative weighting factors,
is the length of P k excluding dummy nodes, i.e.,
is a motion irregularity penalty defined as
and Γ θ ε i ki,ki+1
are normalized measures (in the rage [0, 1]) that quantify the similarity, in magnitude and direction, respectively, of the velocity for the i th frame with the velocities for other frames in a temporal window of (2W + 1) frames centered about the i th frame. The computation of these terms is illustrated using Fig. 2 . The velocity at the j th frame is computed
where ∆t is the interframe duration, and inspired by [20] , the magnitude and direction similarity terms are obtained as
The term Γ θ ε is close to zero. For tracks with dummy nodes, velocities are computed between actual VD locations that become adjacent once the dummy nodes are skipped.
are costs penalizing, respectively, the distance and direction disagreement with the road network, computed using the factors illustrated in are set to zero when v i ki represents a dummy node.
• L e ε i ki,ki+1 = χ {0} (k i+1 ) indicates whether v i+1 ki+1 is a dummy node or not. The exponentiation in (5) moderates the cost for each component and the overall cost for a hypothesis track is in the interval [−1, 0). Also, the form of (5) ensures that tracks rated poorly for any one of the penalty terms also have an overall low cost. 
III. STOCHASTIC PROGRESSIVE ASSOCIATION ACROSS
MULTI-FRAMES (SPAAM) To track the vehicles in the WAMI image sequence I, we wish to solve (3). For our proposed cost and typical number of frames, this multi-frame association problem is computationally intractable. In particular, the constrained minimization problem in (3) is an instance of BIP, which is N P -complete in its general form [28] . Although, a multi-clique formulation of the data association has been proposed and solved in the BIP framework for relatively small numbers of tracks [29] , [30] , these methodologies do not scale to the large number of vehicles seen in WAMI data. SPAAM, the approach proposed in this paper, solves (3) approximately in a computationally tractable manner.
Operating iteratively and hierarchically, SPAAM estimates associations between adjacent vehicle detection nodes in the trellis graph G to form the estimated vehicle tracks. The t th iteration first estimates associations over non-overlapping windows of M (t) frames each and then hierarchically computes associations across windows. The window size M (t) is progressively enlarged with successive iterations. To keep the complexity from rapidly growing with the increase in window size in successive iterations, only a subset of stochastically determined associations are revisited at each iteration after the first iteration. Specifically, estimated tracks at each iteration are assessed to evaluate a confidence probability for each postulated pairwise association between vehicle detection nodes and, prior to the next iteration, pairwise associations are stochastically retained with a probability matching the estimated confidence probability and disassociated otherwise.
The next iteration then only considers prospective associations for the vehicle detection nodes that were stochastically disassociated while using the larger temporal context and maintaining the associations that were stochastically retained. By this process, SPAAM limits less-useful re-evaluations of association decisions that already have a high confidence and focuses available computation primarily on determining remaining associations with the benefit of a larger temporal context. A road network, accurately co-registered with the WAMI frames in I, provides useful spatial context for SPAAM allowing prospective associations to further be limited to roadreachable pairs of vehicle detection nodes and allowing track costs that exploit knowledge of the road topology and direction of travel. An example shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the first two iterations of SPAAM where the detection nodes are shown overlaid on a sequence of co-registered frames to establish the spatial and temporal context.
Having summarized SPAAM at a high-level in the preceding paragraph, we next describe in detail the steps involved in the t th iteration, relying on the trellis graph formulation developed in Section II. To facilitate explanation, we use an illustrative example shown in Fig. 4 that also uses the trellis graph representation. At the start of t th iteration, an estimated set of tracks is available from the (t − 1) th iteration as an edge induced subgraph
, we estimate a confidence probability
for the pairwise association between nodes v i ki and v i+1 ki+1 on a path P k ∈ P G (t−1) . We consider two alternatives for estimating these confidence probabilities that are detailed in Appendix A. With the estimated probabilities we have a version of G (t−1) where each edge is annotated with a confidence probability for the corresponding association, as indicated in the top row in the example of Fig. 4 . Based on P i (k i − k i+1 ), the edge (≡ pairwise association) ε i ki,ki+1 is stochastically retained or discarded by updating the adjacency set A (t,0) v i ki for the node v i ki for the t th iteration. Specifically independent Bernoulli random variables η i ki are generated: with η i ki taking a value of 1 with probability of P i (k i − k i+1 ) and 0 otherwise, and the set of disassociated nodes at the next stage of the trellis and the adjacency set are, respectively, updated as
where C v i ki is a set of disassociated nodes in the (i + 1) th frame that can be reached from v i ki given the road network, defined as (1) = 3 frame windows and hierarchically determines associations across the windows to obtain associations over the entire temporal support N to form tracks. The tracks are then assessed to evaluate a confidence probability for each pairwise association. In the second iteration shown in the lower row, pairwise associations are stochastically retained with a probability matching the estimated confidence probability and dissolved otherwise. The hierarchical process for estimating associations is then repeated but using a M (2) = 4 frame temporal window. The process continues for further iterations (not shown).
where ϑ (u 1 , u 2 ) is the minimum distance of travel on the road network from u 1 to u 2 , and τ is a threshold that is determined based on the maximum distance a vehicle can travel between successive WAMI frames. Note that, the minimum distance of travel ϑ (u 1 , u 2 ) is determined by the shortest route on the road network between the two locations u 1 and u 2 , which is estimated in our current implementation 4 by Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [31] .
As a result of the aforementioned steps, the association be-tween v i ki and v i+1 ki+1 estimated in the (t − 1) th iteration is disassociated 5 with probability 1 − P i (k i − k i+1 ) . The proposed stochastic dis-association yields adjacency sets A (t,0) (.) that contain a significantly smaller number of nodes than those obtained by naively considering all nodes in the next frame or those obtained by considering the VDs that are spatially close. This is illustrated via an example in Fig. 5 which highlights the fact that the combined use of the aligned road network and the stochastic disassociation in SPAAM significantly reduces the number of association hypotheses to be considered compared with an approach based on spatial distances alone.
After completion of the stochastic disassociation step, the t th iteration of SPAAM continues with the hierarchical estimation of tracks. This process is schematically illustrated using the trellis graph representation starting in the second row of Fig. 4 with l denoting the hierarchy level, which starts with value of 0 in the second row and increments in subsequent rows. At the ℓ th level of the hierarchy, the temporal support of I is partitioned into disjoint temporal windows, each having q ℓ M (t) temporally adjacent frames. For the w th temporal window comprising frames
is obtained using all the nodes from G over this temporal window and links between nodes defined by the adjacency set A (t,ℓ) (a) for each node a in the graph G (10) and for the higher levels of the hierarchy (l > 0), these sets are defined later in this section. Tracks over each temporal window w are then estimated by solving the optimization in (3) over the temporal window, i.e., by determining the optimal edge induced sub-graph G
where ψ(.) is as defined in (4). As shown in Fig. 4 , w ranges from 1 through N/ q ℓ M (t) , and the temporal extent of the
The adjacency sets for all nodes a ∈ G are then updated for the next level of the hierarchy as we show in Fig. 4 ; within each temporal segment used at the current hierarchy level estimated edges are maintained, whereas across segments the results from the stochastic disassociation are used. Specifically, if i is a positive multiple of q ℓ M (t) , we set is the node at frame (i + 1) estimated to associate with node a in the corresponding temporal segment at level ℓ of the hierarchy; formally ε The edge induced sub-graph G (t,ℓmax) 1 estimated at the final final hierarchy level ℓ (t) max = log N/ M (t) log q becomes 5 Note that, for a track that starts with trailing dummy nodes at iteration (t), we disassociate the association from the last dummy node in the trailing dummy nodes to the first non-dummy VD node of the track at iteration (t+1). Similarly, for a track that ends with trailing dummy nodes at iteration (t), we disassociate the association from the last non-dummy VD node to the first dummy node in the trailing dummy nodes at iteration (t + 1).
Algorithm 1: Stochastic progressive association across multiple frames (SPAAM)
Input : Vehicle detections Z for N WAMI frames Output: Vehicle tracksT
Estimate pairwise association confidence
using (10); for a = 1 to Di+1 do 
the estimated edge induced subgraph G (t) at the end of the t th iteration defining the estimates of the optimal paths and associations upon completion of the t th iteration. The edge induced subgraph G (t) then forms the starting point for the (t + 1) th iteration. The overall SPAAM algorithm is summarized 6 in Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate tracking performance, we use three test sequences with distinct characteristics chosen from two WAMI data sets: (a) CorvusEye dataset that is recorded using the CorvusEye 1500 Wide-Area Airborne System [37] over the At the start of the t th iteration, a confidence probability is estimated for every pairwise association (edge) in G (t−1) . Associations from G (t−1) are retained or dissolved based on the estimated confidence probabilities. Remaining associations are then hierarchically estimated in a common framework aimed at minimizing (3) . At the ℓ = 0 th level of the hierarchy, the trellis graph is partitioned into windows of length M (t) and for each trellis graph G (t,ℓ) w over the w th temporal window associations are estimated with the objective of minimizing (3) . Subsequent levels of the hierarchy (l > 0) estimate associations for temporal windows formed by groups of q adjacent windows from hierarchy level (l − 1) using the same methodology: preserving retained associations and estimating remaining associations with the objective of minimizing (3) . Upon completion of the hierarchical estimation process for the t th iteration of SPAAM, the set of retained and estimated associations define the edge induced subgraph G (t) that summarizes the estimated tracks and forms the input for the next iteration.
Rochester, NY region, and (b) Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) 2009 dataset [38], which was recorded over the WPAFB, OH region. Fig. 6 depicts a frame from each sequence of the three sequences that we label as "Seq1", "Seq2" and "Seq3". "Seq1" uses a region from the CorvusEye dataset that contains forked one-way roads with different directions and also several occluders (bridges, trees, etc.). "Seq2" and "Seq3" correspond to two different regions from the WPAFB dataset. Both "Seq2" and "Seq3" cover regions that are free from occluders, however, "Seq2" contains only two-way roads, "Seq3" has only one-way roads. All test sequences comprise 60 ground truth labeled frames 7 . For the vector road map, we use OpenStreetMap (OSM) [39] , which provides each road in the road network in a vector format along with properties of each road such as type (highway, residential, etc), one or two-way traffic, number of lanes, etc. We use the method in [26] for co-registering the WAMI frames to the vector road map. We obtain the VDs via the background subtraction method used in [13] . We set M
(1) = 3 in all experiments and we use the Gurobi optimizer [32] for solving (12) . The Gurobi optimizer relaxes the integer restrictions in the binary constraints in (1) and uses a linearprogramming based branch-and-bound algorithm for obtaining a solution 8 . For all experiments, the parameters in (5) are set to empirically determined values of σ m = 12.5, σ d = 0.02, σ θ = 100, σ g = 2.8, and W = 2.
Several methods are benchmarked. Two instances of the proposed method are considered: SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM, which, respectively, estimate the confidence of pairwise associations using the marginalization in (13) or the EM approach in (16) . We compare the proposed SPAAM instances with the multi-data association, iterative conditional modes like method (MDA-ICM) of [19] . The MDA-ICM method does not require per association independent additive costs for tracks and is used with the same cost function as SPAAM (defined in (5)) allowing for a fair comparison of 8 More information about the algorithm used by the Gurobi optimizer can be found at http://www.gurobi.com/resources/getting-started/mip-basics An example comparing alternative strategies for generating association hypotheses for a four frame WAMI sequence I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , and I 4 at the first hierarchy level (ℓ = 0) in the t th iteration. Distinct colors identify the VDs detected in a single WAMI frame and hypothesis associations are represented by directed edges in a corresponding trellis graph. Sub- figure (a) illustrates a situation where the adjacency set for each node and the graph G are formed without using the road network. In this situation, as a specific example, note that there are three nodes (plus the dummy node) that are spatially close with v ) illustrates the situation where the adjacency set for each node and the graph G are formed by using the aligned road network. The graph is sparser and the adjacency sets for each node are smaller than in Fig. 5 (a) . Specifically, for example, A (t,0) v 3 3 will contains only two nodes because v 4 2 is the only node within a reasonable road travel distance from v the techniques without differences induced by the underlying cost function. The methods are also compared against an online tracking method OT proposed in [12] that considers a pre-aligned road network when estimating the frame-to-frame VDs associations. The tracks estimated by the online tracking method also serve as the initialization for all of the iterative methods, specifically, the different instances of SPAAM and for MDA-ICM. We quantify tracking performance with reference to labeled ground-truth tracks by the widely adopted measures defined in [40] which are (1) the total number of ID switches (IDS↓) 9 for estimated tracks compared to the ground truth, (2) the number of mostly tracked (MT↑) vehicles, i.e., the vehicles for which estimated tracks include over 80% of the detections in the ground truth, (3) the number of mostly lost (ML↓), i.e., the vehicles for which estimated tracks include under 20% of the detections in the ground truth, (4) the number of partially tracked (PT↓), i.e., the vehicles for which estimated tracks include below 80% and over 20% of the detections in the ground truth, and (5) the number of track fragments (Frag↓), where a fragment is defined as a part of vehicle track with length less than 80% of the length of the corresponding ground truth track. In addition to these measures, we report the Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA↑) defined in [41] (with c s = 1). Table I enumerates these metrics for the tracks estimated for the three WAMI datasets using the four methods: OT method in [12] , the two proposed instances of SPAAM (SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM), and the MDA-ICM method [19] . The results in the table indicate that the proposed 9 ↑ and ↓ indicate that higher and lower is better, respectively. SPAAM instances and the MDA-ICM method both improve upon the OT method that serves as the initialization for both these methods. However, the improvement offered by the proposed SPAAM instances is much larger than that for the MDA-ICM method. Overall, both the proposed SPAAM instances (SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM) perform significantly better than the MDA-ICM method. Table II lists the execution times for the two proposed SPAAM instances (SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM) and for the MDA-ICM method along with the corresponding number of iterations. From the table it can be seen that the proposed SPAAM instances have much lower execution times. Thus the proposed SPAAM approach offers performance gains in both tracking accuracy and in execution time.
V. DISCUSSION The performance of the OT method is hampered by the fact that it minimizes a cost function that is a sum of independent costs for pairwise associations between adjacent frames. In situations like WAMI vehicle tracking, where only vehicle detection locations are available, such cost functions are fundamentally limited because they do not allow the use of a larger temporal context for assessing plausibility of (postulated) vehicle movements. As a result, although OT method minimizes its cost function via the estimation of associations from frame to frame in temporal sequence, the limitations of the cost function make it prone to tracking errors. The MDA-ICM and proposed SPAAM methods, use a cost function that is better suited for WAMI vehicle tracking by using a larger temporal context to assess vehicular movements. This allows them to improve upon the performance of the OT method, even though µ ãË Õ½ä´ µ ãË Õ¾ä´µ ãË Õ¿ä Fig. 6 : Test sequences used in our evaluation. Each test sequence contains 60 frames and we show the first frame from "Seq1", "Seq2", and "Seq3", in (a), (b), and (c) respectively. All roads in "Seq1" and "Seq3" are one-way roads, while roads in "Seq2" are two-way roads. [12] , the two alternative proposed SPAAM instances (SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM) and the MDA-ICM method in [19] . While both the MDA-ICM method and the proposed SPAAM instances (SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM) improve upon the OT method, the performance metrics for the proposed SPAAM instances (SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM) are significantly better than those for the MDA-ICM method, despite the fact that both use the same cost function and initialization.
the methods are not able to guarantee that a global minimum of the cost function is achieved. To further understand the differences between the MDA-ICM and the proposed SPAAM approach, it is instructive to compare the evolution of the (common) cost function for these methods with the progression of iterations. Figure 7 shows the total cost for tracks estimated using the proposed SPAAM instances (SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM) and the MDA-ICM method as a function of the iteration number for these methods. In each step of its iterative process, the MDA-ICM method re-estimates all of the associations across temporally adjacent frames to improve the global cost, while keeping all other associations fixed. This approach guarantees that the iterations improve monotonically assuring convergence of the MDA-ICM approach to a local minimum, a property it inherits from the iterative conditional modes (ICM) [42] approach on which it is based. While the approach ensures computational tractability, it cannot avoid getting trapped in poor local minima in the vicinity of the initialization. On the other hand, via the stochastic disassociation and progressive enlargement of temporal context, the SPAAM approach revisits (predominantly) low confidence associations collectively with the benefit of additional information available from the enlarged context. Thus, even though SPAAM does not guarantee monotonic convergence, it is better at avoiding local minima and, as demonstrated in the results, typically offers a significant improvement in tracking accuracy.
To highlight the benefit of stochastic dis-association and the progressive enlargement of the temporal window sizes in SPAAM, we consider SPAAM-, a deliberately de-featured version of proposed approach that estimates all of the associations in single iteration using a fixed temporal window size. The SPAAM-approach is obtained in Algorithm 1 by setting max iterations = 1 and E G (0) = φ. Fig. 8 compares the execution times required for estimation of tracks for "Seq1" using the proposed SPAAM-M, SPAAM-EM, and the defeatured variant SPAAM-with different temporal window sizes 10 . The figure shows that the execution time for the SPAAM-increases exponentially with the increase in the size of the temporal window used for estimating the associations. On the other hand, the SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM approaches experience only a small increase in the execution time with progressive enlargement of the temporal window sizes because, with high probability, they maintain pairwise associations already estimated in previous iteration with high confidence in the previous iteration and revisit only the low confidence associations. Thus, the number of association hypotheses has a limited increase with the enlargement of the temporal window size, which is reflected as a corresponding small increase in the execution time seen in the figure.
Finally, we note that although this paper focused specifically on the problem of vehicle tracking in WAMI, the SPAAM approach is more general and may offer a useful framework for other trellis graph association problems where: (a) it is beneficial to use cost functions that use a larger temporal context that disallows a pairwise independent cost decomposition and (b) one can assess confidence of associations. Exploration of such alternatives is beyond the scope of the present paper but would make interesting future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
The stochastic progressive association across multiple frames (SPAAM) framework proposed in this paper provides a novel, computationally-efficient, iterative, and accurate approach for estimating vehicular tracks in WAMI. Specifically, 10 For SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM these are the corresponding iteration execution time. ) for different temporal window sizes for SPAAM-M, SPAAM-EM, and the de-featured variant SPAAM-that estimates all associations afresh. "Seq1" was used for obtaining these execution times. The figure illustrates the key advantages of the SPAAM-M and SPAAM-EM approaches: with progressive enlargement of the temporal window size the computation increases only modestly, whereas the execution time increases exponentially with increasing window size for SPAAM-. The hardware configuration used for these experiments is identical to that specified in Table II. SPAAM allows the use of effective cost functions that assess the regularity of vehicular motion over a multi-frame window while simultaneously maintaining computational tractability. These dual objectives are achieved via a strategy of estimating tracks hierarchically over progressively increasing window lengths. As the window is enlarged, high confidence estimated associations are predominantly maintained and low confidence associations are predominantly dissolved, and tracks are reestimated with the larger temporal context. The stochastic approach to maintaining/dissolving associations reduces the computation required for larger windows while allowing the tracks to be improved through the incorporation of additional information provided by the larger context. The combination of SPAAM with information provided by a co-registered road network allows the proposed method to tackle the challenges of scale and limited spatial detail in WAMI tracking. Results obtained over three test sequences that represent different tracking scenarios show a significant performance improvement for the proposed approach compared with three state of the art alternative methods.
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APPENDIX
Confidence for pairwise associations is estimated via two alternative probabilistic modeling approaches. The first, uses an energy model to transform costs for tracks into probabilities, followed by approximate marginalization to estimate the probability of an association. The second approach uses a two component mixture model for motion features. Parameters for the model are obtained using semi-supervised expectation maximization (EM) and the association probability is estimated as the posterior probability of the corresponding mixture component.
Energy model based marginalization for pairwise association confidence estimation
An energy model [43] can be used to coherently extend the costs we already use into a corresponding probabilistic model. Specifically, the probability of an edge induced sub-graph G ∈ F (G) can be modeled as P (G ) = The above marginalization is intractable because of the dependency introduced by the feasibility constraints. Therefore, we approximateP i (a − b) by
where Z 
Semi-supervised EM based mixture model
To estimate the confidence of a pairwise association ε Specifically, the two GMM components are parametrized by the corresponding means µ r and covariances Σ r of the features, where r ∈ {0, 1}. Also, c 
where p f 
The confidence of the pairwise association is then computed as 
whereθ = γ,μ 0 ,μ 1 ,Σ 0 ,Σ 1 are the estimated parameters of the GMM. We estimateθ using the EM framework [44] through a semi-supervised approach. The semi-supervised approach exploits available ground truth training data (for example from [38] ). LetG be a ground truth trellis graph 11 that is constructed from the ground truth tracks such that every ground truth track represents a path inG. Then, the EM framework estimatesθ bŷ θ = arg max 
under the assumption that the pairwise associations are conditionally independent 12 .
